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Abstract
Deep reinforcement learning has been applied to solve a variety of control problems
in isolation. However, the learned latent representations cannot be optimally
reused for other analogous tasks and/or control systems without additional training
or tuning. In this regard, we propose a novel framework that can be used to
learn a single control policy for a whole class of analogous control systems. The
framework is abbreviated as CASNET and it leverages the similarities in the
designs of analogous control-systems to learn general-purpose abstract system-
representations. The framework uses a cascade of recurrent neural networks-based
encoders to create these representations which are then fed to a conventional
policy network as input. A similar cascade of decoders decodes the output of the
policy network to generate system-specific output. We illustrate the effectiveness
of this framework on arguably the most significant use-case of DRL: Robotics.
In this paper, we use CASNET to learn generalizable control policies for two
separate classes of robots: planer-manipulators and crawling robots, using 15+
and 55+ morphologically analogous simulated robots respectively. These robot
models encompass the most common design variations used in the real world.
Our emphirical results using state of the art on and off policy learning algorithms
show that on average, CASNET agent achieves zero shot optimal performance
(performance equivalent to expert agents trained for individual robot models) on
unseen robot models. These results illustrate that the performance of the learned
policy is bound the learning algorithm rather than the framework itself. The
proposed framework serves a major step towards universal controllers.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks provide a convenient way for an abstract representation of data for gradient-
based learning. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL), which combines deep neural networks with
reinforcement learning, has gained unprecedented success under controlled settings in areas of
robotics, finance, health-care, etc. in recent years. However, the widespread adaptation of DRL in
the real world still presents some significant challenges. Firstly, DRL is well known for its sample
inefficiency. Acquiring new training samples in the real world can be both time-consuming and
financially burdensome. Off-policy learning algorithms can reuse previously collected data to provide
comparatively better sample efficiency. However, even the current state of the art algorithm of this
kind often require millions of environment interactions to learn viable policies in rich and complex
domains. Second, DRL methods are brittle with respect to their hyperparameters and initialization
conditions. Exploration constants, learning rates, and a plethora of algorithm-specific constants have
a profound effect on the convergence and final performance of the learned policy. Optimal values
of these hyperparameters are task and system dependent which necessitate manual tuning via trials
and experiments. Finally, policies learned using DRL have very narrow applicability. Agents trained
for a particular task and system combination cannot directly perform optimally when reused for
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other similar tasks and/or systems. For instance, a locomotion controller trained for a robot cannot
optimally operate another robot with analogous morphology. In this work, we directly address the
narrow applicability of DRL by proposing a framework which we name Cascaded model network
(CASNET). Using CASNET, a single control policy for a whole class of analogous systems can be
learned. We also indirectly address DRL’s sample inefficiency by showing that the policies learned
using CASNET can be reasonably extended to new limits of design variations that the policy can
optimally operate with minimal retraining.
Like biological organisms, a truly intelligent agent needs to be able to take advantage of its experience
to perform and/or learn new tasks. For that, the agent needs to organize the learned skill and
information in a generalizable and reusable form. In this regard, CASNET leverages the design
similarities of control systems to generate their abstract system-representations using recurrent neural
networks. It uses recurrent neural networks to generate fixed-sized representations from arbitrary
sized state vectors of analogous systems. These representations can then be used with the choice
of "off-the-shelf" learning algorithms to learn generalizable control policies. In this work, we
evaluate CASNET by using it to learn generalizable control policies for planer manipulators and
crawling robots. Our experimental results show that for state of the art on and off-policy learning
algorithms, the learned policies achieves performance equivalent to that of expert policies which are
trained separately for individual robot models. Therefore, our results empirically establish that the
performance of policies learned using CASNET is dependent on the learning algorithm rather than the
framework itself. The learned general control policies can potentially be used to engineer universal
controllers for analogous control systems. These controllers, comparable to operating systems of
consumer computers could operate many different yet analogous systems. If any part of the system
becomes defective during service, these controllers can adapt to new the configuration to continue its
operating in the best possible way permitted by the new configuration.
Key contributions of this paper are:
• A novel framework using which a single control policy can be learned for a whole class of
analogous control systems. These policies can also be extended to new design limits with
nominal retraining.
• We evaluate the proposed framework for learning control policies for planer manipulation
and legged locomotion using 18 and 56 morphologically different robot models respectively.
We empirically establish that the performance of the general policy learned for these robot
models is dependent on the learning algorithm rather than the framework itself.
2 Related works
Transfer learning has been a major focus of the reinforcement learning and robotics community.
Extensive studies have been conducted in transferring policies from simulations to the real world
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], across tasks [7, 8] and dynamics [9, 10]. However, this current work is more
closely related to transferring skills amongst multiple agents. Notable works in this direction include
[11, 12, 13, 15, 14, 16].
In [11], Bosci Et al. used transfer learning to learn dynamics models for manipulators. They used the
data generated from different experiments and robot models to obtain low dimensional manifolds.
Subsequently, they used their proposed algorithm to find an isomorphism between these manifolds
to transfer tasks across them. Helwa, et.al. ([12]) through the study of single-input single-output
systems showed that these isomorphisms are dynamic in nature. They provided an algorithm to
reduce transfer learning error by determining the order and regressors of these transfer learning maps.
In [13], Gupta Et al. trained invariant feature spaces using shared skills of morphologically different
agents (simulated manipulators with various DOFs). These spaces were then used to share learned
skill structure from one agent to others which accelerates the learning process of this skill in the latter.
However, instead of facilitating the learning process across agents, our work aims to achieve zero-shot
(no learning required) generalization of the learned skills. Working on a similar domain, recent work
by Hu Et al. ([14]) transferred acquired skills amongst morphologically different agents (MDAs).
Compared to [13], their experimental agents included considerably different morphologies (bipeds,
single-legged hoppers, crawlers, etc.). They proposed a novel paired variational encoder-decoder
to model morphology-invariant and morphology-dependent factors to expedite transfer learning.
[15] decomposed the policies into task and robot-specific modules. These modules were trained
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in a mix and match fashion for both visual and non-visual tasks. Their method achieved zero-shot
generalization to novel task and robot modules combinations which were not used during the training
phase. This method however required the robot and task modules to be pre-determined before training
the entire ensemble of modules, which prevents this method to be extended to new robot modules
without significant re-training.
Among the plethora of works, CASNET is arguably most closely related to [16]. In [16], Chen Et
al. proposed Hardware conditioned policies that use hardware information to generalize the policy
network over robots with different kinematics and dynamics. Robot states were augmented with either
explicit or implicit encodings of robot hardware and used as input to the policy network. However,
they used zero-padding to generate fixed-length state-vectors for robots with different DOFs, which
restricts the learned policy’s applicability to a pre-determined limit of DOFs that cannot be extended
without retraining the policy from scratch. In contrast, CASNET uses RNN based encoders and
decoders to generate fixed-sized representation vectors from arbitrary sized state vectors and arbitrary
sized action/output vectors from fixed-sized policy output.
With CASNET, we aim to take a meaningful step towards universal controllers which can optimally
operate a plethora of different systems. Such steps have been taken for UAVs ([17]) and gait
generation of crawling robots ([18]). However, with CASNET, we aim at providing a common
framework for generating such controllers.
3 Cascaded model network
Figure 1: The CASNET Framework. Here E and D stand for encoders and decoders respectively.
The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1 and named Cascaded model network (CASNET). The
driving idea behind CASNET is that closely related analogous systems are composed of similar
elementary units assembled in different configurations. These units and their configurations determine
the system’s individuality and thus its behavior. For example, rotary-wing UAVs are made up of a
various number of propellers attached at different locations w.r.t. the center of mass (COM). These
propellers can have the same or different angular-speed limits and aerodynamic properties. Similarly,
crawling robots are made up of a various number of legs attached at a specific location on the
unactuated main body. These legs in-turn are made up of actuator-link pairs which are the elementary
units of crawling robots. Such elementary units can also be easily identified in systems of other
application areas of DRL (eg. resource allocation in cloud computing/battery management systems,
etc.). The behavior of such composite systems is determined by the nature of these elementary units
and their specific assemblage.
Starting with these elementary units, CASNET uses recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to encode
their current states and spatial information to form fixed-size abstract representations of higher-level
sub-systems (eg:legs in crawling robots). These representations along with information regarding
these higher level sub-systems are then used by another RNN based encoder to form representations
of even higher level, and the process is continued until a complete system-representation is attained.
This system-representation which encodes the state and configuration informantion of the system
is then used as input to a conventional feed-forward network to learn the required control policy
using a learning algorithm. Output of this policy network is then decoded in the inverse order as
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that of the encoders using the corresponding encoder’s embeddings1 to generate sub-system specific
decodings. The embeddings or "memory" supplied by the encoders provide the required information
for sub-system specific decodings. This process is continued to finally obtain the action values
corresponding to the elementary units. The ability of RNNs to take arbitrary sized input vectors
makes the learning agent easily extensible to greater number of sub-systems and/or elementary units.
The CASNET agent can be reasonably extended by selectively re-training for new configuration
limits without appreciable loss of performance on the old ones. State vectors from elementary units
and sub-systems need to be standardized so that the learned policy is be able to generalize over unseen
configurations. State vectors and learned representations of each sub-system and elementary units
should be sequenced in a pre-determined order as RNNs are sensitive to the exact order in which data
is fed to them. So, a consistent order of these sequences is required for encoders and decoders to
generate and decode system-representations.
LetOsub be the sequence of state vectors of elementary units in the lowest order sub-systems and
Si be the configuration information of the ith order sub-system. Let Mi be the number of ith order
sub-systems in i+ 1th order sub-system and Ni be the dimensions of the state vector of ith order
sub-system. Also, let Ei, Di represent the ith encoder and decoder respectively and EiR, DiR,
EiH ,DiH stand for the output vectors and generated hidden embeddings by respective encoders and
decoders. Then, action values corresponding to elementary units are obtained inD1H as follows:
O
[M0×N1]
sub → E1 → E[1×N2]1R ,E[M0×N2]1H
E
[Mi−1×Ni−1]
iR ⊕ Si[Mi−1×Nsi] → Ei → E[1×Ni]iR ,E[Mi−1×Ni]iH
E
[1×NN ]
NR ⊕T[1×NT ] → P → (P[1×NP ])[MN−1×1] → P[MN−1×NP ]
P[MN−1×NP ] ⊕E[MN−1×NN ]NH → DN → D[1×NN−1]NR ,D[MN−1×NN−1]NH{
(D
[Mi×Ni]
iH )[
Mi−1
Mi
,1]
}
⊕E[Mi−1×Ni−1]iH → Di → D[1×Ni−1]iR ,D[Mi−1×Ni−1]iH
Here, P and T represent policy network and task specific information. ⊕ and  are the concatenation
and repeat/tiling operation respectively. To ensure that the learning process is not dominated by any
subset of training environments which can lead to overfiting to those environments, each individual
system should have the same loss function design which should be normalized to be independent
of the number of sub-systems or elementary units. With Li being the objective function for the ith
system, the objective function for training the CASNET agent is obtained as:
Lcasnet ∝ 1
n
n∑
i=1
Li
4 Simulation environments
To evaluate CASNET, we use it to learn generalizable control policies for 2 frequently encountered
use-cases in robotics: Planer manipulators and crawling robots. For a general policy to be able
to handle variations in design configurations, it needs to be exposed to these variations during the
training phase. In this study, we limited the elementary unit type to a pair of rotary actuator and
rigid linear link, which is a widely employed design choice in the real world. Also, as the type
of possible configuration variations can be unreasonably large, we fixed them along a few discreet
degrees of variations (DOVs) for the chosen use-cases. These DOVs and elementary unit type
determine the limits of the "class" of robot configurations the learned agent can optimally control.
We used OpenAI’s gym [19] with Mujoco physics engine [20] to create the required environments
and segregated them into the train and test sets for training and evaluating the CASNET agents.
4.1 Planer manipulators
For planer manipulators, DOVs are fixed in Degrees of freedom (DOFs) and link lengths. 18 new
OpenAI’s gym environments were created with distinct manipulator designs, some of which are
1representations refer to the final output of RNNs whereas embeddings refer to the vector of hidden states of
the said RNNs to generate representations
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shown in Fig. 2. There are 3 environments each with 1 to 6 DOFs with varying link lengths. Details
about these designs are provided in the Appendix. Every actuator has the same torque limits with
the control range of -1 to +1, which avoids the need to regularize actuator torque values for each
environment.
The state-space for each environment comprises of joint position, joint angular velocity, and link
length for each actuator-link pair. The action space consists of the control values for the actuators.
The objective for each environment is to reach a goal position randomly located within the manipu-
lator’s reach. The reward signal at every time-step is the negative sum of the distance between the
manipulator’s finger and the goal and squared average torque per actuator. Both of these reward
components are independent of the number of actuators-link pairs in manipulator design.
(a) Reacher_12 (b) Reacher_20 (c) Reacher_31 (d) Reacher_50
Figure 2: Few examples of custom planer manipulator environments. Name Reacher_xy indicate
environment with x DOFs manipulator.
4.2 Crawling robots
DOVs are fixed in the number of legs (4/6), DOFs per leg (2/3), leg-link lengths, joint-angle limits,
and location of coxa (base of the leg) with respect to the COM for crawling robots. These DOVs
are selected as they represent the most common types of design variations used in the real world
for the crawling robots. These DOVs are encompassed in 56 OpenAI’s gym environments (few
examples are shown in Fig. 3). 46 of these environments have robot designs with variations along a
single DOV (along with 4/6 legs) while 10 have variations along multiple DOVs. Details about these
environments are provided in the Appendix. The control range of each actuator is -1 to +1.
Figure 3: Few examples of custom crawler robots used for CASNET.
The state-space for each actuator-link pair consists of link-length, joint range, actuator’s axis of
rotation, and joint position. Coxa location with respect to COM is provided for each leg sub-system.
Action-space for elementary units consists of the control values for the actuators. The objective for
each environment is to walk in the forward direction. At each time-step, the reward signal is the
sum of movement-reward, survival-reward, and torque-penalty. Movement reward is proportional to
COM’s speed in the forward direction, survival reward is +1 for each time it’s COM is not too close
or too far from the surface and 0 otherwise. Torque penalty is proportional to the negative root mean
square value of actuator torques per number of actuators.
5 Experiments
The primary goal of experiments in this section is to compare the performance of the learned general
policies with expert policies that are trained for specific robot configurations.
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5.1 Planer Manipulators
We used the on-policy learning algorithm, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [21] with Generalized
Advantage Estimation [22] to train the CASNET policy as well as expert policies. The CASNET
agent used a single pair of encoder and decoder. The learning performance of the CASNET policy
on training environments is shown in Fig. 4a. For comparison, the learning performance of expert
policies for the same environments using the same hyperparameters and batch-size values is shown in
Fig. 4b. We attribute the lower final performance of manipulators with greater DOFs in both cases to
the larger average distance between the goal and the manipulator’s finger and also to greater average
torque required due to higher inertia values. Fig. 5 summaries the average relative performance of
the CASNET policy to expert policies on test environments. Note that none of these environments
were used for training the CASNET policy.
(a) CASNET Policy (b) Expert policies
Figure 4: CASNET and expert policies learned for planer manipulators. Note that the expert policies
are trained independently but are shown together in Fig. 4b for facilitating comparison with the
CASNET policy shown in Fig. 4a.
Figure 5: The average relative performance of CASNET policy compared to the expert policies
for 500 episodes on test environments. The baseline for comparison is obtained by averaging the
performance of randomly initiated policies. 100 percent relative performance represents the average
performance of corresponding expert policies trained with different seeds.
Since RNNs can take inputs of arbitrary size, the CASNET policy can be easily extended to include
reasonable new limits of robot configurations without retraining the entire network from scratch. The
existing CASNET policy can be extended to newer configurations by selectively re-training it with
only a few configurations. This alleviates the need to store all the configurations used in training if
re-training is required. The performance gains on re-training the CASNET policy on 6 DOF planer
manipulators are shown in Fig. 6. Re-training the network required only 1.5% training data when
re-trained with a single 6 DOF manipulator configuration compared to training data required for the
initial CASNET policy. The average performance loss across previous configurations after re-training
is below 2%.
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Figure 6: The CASNET agent is re-trained using a single 6 DOF manipulator configuration. Re-
training results in a minimal loss in performance in robot configurations having less than 6 DOFs.
5.2 Crawling robots
We used the off-policy learning algorithm, Soft Actor Critic (SAC) [23] to train the CASNET policy
as well as expert policies for crawling robot environments. The CASNET agent used 2 pairs of
encoders and decoders, one for encoding and decoding leg-states and other for the whole robot. Fig.7
compares the performance of the learned CASNET policy with expert policies on the corresponding
testing environments. The average reward received by the CASNET policy on testing environments
is 401.6±170.3 per episode whereas for expert policies it is 354.9±170.6.
Figure 7: The average performance of CASNET policy and expert policies on testing environments
with variations along a single DOVs (for 5 episodes with 3 different seed values).
The crawling robot configurations used for training and testing the CASNET agent have multiple
altercations along a single DOV (apart from the number of legs). However, it is possible for a design
to have multiple altercations along multiple DOVs. Performance of CASNET policies on such
crawling robot configurations is compared to the corresponding expert policies in Fig. 8. Note that no
such environment was used for training the CASNET policy. For these environments the CASNET
policy received an average reward of 360.0±195.7 per episode whereas the expert policies received
401.9±115.5.
6 Discussion and future works
CASNET tackles the problem of learning general-purpose control policies for a wide variety of control
systems. The approach used by [16] involving ordinary feed-forward networks with zero-padding of
input and output trimming can also be used instead. The immediate drawback as already discussed
is that it cannot be extended beyond a predetermined limit without re-training from scratch. This
necessitates storing all the training environments if the trained agent is to be used for newer system
types. On the other hand, the "memory" stored by RNNs enables the CASNET agent to be selectively
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Figure 8: Performance of CASNET policy and expert policies on testing environments with variations
along a multiple DOVs (for 5 episodes with 3 different seed values).
re-trained with only the newer variation limits (or with only a small sub-set of previous training
environments along with the new) with a minimal loss in performance on previous configurations.
However, the CASNET agent must be re-trained from scratch if training for the new system types
which require a change in the structure of the elementary unit state vectors (the new system(s) have a
different type of elementary unit) or sub-system specific information. Another drawback of [16] is
that ordinary feed-forward networks do not learn generalizable system-representations. For different
tasks involving the same system-models, entirely different networks must be trained. Training and
storing separate networks for each separate task is inefficient. But the policy and encoder-decoder
modules of the CASNET agents are independent so only a new policy module is to be learned to
carry out new tasks. In this regard, CASNET can be seen as a natural extension of the previous work
[15] which can not only work for different tasks but also for a variety of system models too.
We envision 3 potential directions for future research: First, it remains to explore how broad and
complex the system-classes can be for which CASNET can learn viable policies. The state-space of
control-systems can be decomposed into readings from various sensors and system-configuration
details. If the state space of a system can be decomposed into similar factions of sensors readings and
configuration states (i.e. the system is made up of identifiable elementary units), then theoretically,
a CASNET agent can learn a single control policy for analogous systems. Increasing the number
of encoders-decoder pairs makes it possible to encode increasingly complex and extensile systems.
For example, 3 pairs of encoders and decoders can potentially encoder an entire swarm of crawling
robots. 2 pairs to encode the state of individual crawling robots and 3rd for encoding the complete
swarm. The capability of CASNET to learn useful policies for such complex systems is yet to be
tested. Second, a natural open problem is the effective selection of training environments. This
problem is analogous to optimal segregation of training, validation, and testing data in the supervised
learning paradigm. A reliable basis for selecting the minimum number (to minimize training time) of
training environments that effectively expose all design variations to the CASNET agent for learning
(to minimize test error / achieve optimal real-world performance) needs to be developed. Finally,
the dimensionality of encoded representations used in this paper was based on experience and trials
and is not based on any theoretical foundations. Convergence properties of over-parameterized deep
neural networks are still an active area of research that may provide useful insights in determining
the dimensionality of these representations.
7 Conclusion
In summary, we introduced a new framework named CASNET, using which control policies that
generalize over a variety of analogous systems can be learned. We tested CASNET for learning
control policies for planer manipulators and crawling robots using state of the art on and off-policy
learning algorithms. The on-par performance of the general policies learned using CASNET with
expert policies trained for separate robot models individually demonstrate that the final performance
of the general policy is bound by the learning algorithm instead of the proposed framework. We
also briefly examined CASNET’s capabilities to extend to newer configurations and finally discussed
some of its limitations and directions for future research.
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Broader Impact
The expected impact of this work is that CASNET will be useful in engineering universal controllers.
As discussed in the paper, elementary units for generating system-representations can be identified in
many engineering systems. The resulting controllers, akin to operating systems used in computers can
potentially operate many different yet analogous systems. These controllers could immediately adapt
to faulty system components to continue working in the most optimal way possible. So, widespread
adaptation of CASNET, in this current nascent form or a more mature future design can potentially
have a seminal effect on the design process of universal controllers. However, before such extensive
adaptation, limits of CASNET’s capabilities as discussed in the paper need to be thoroughly studied
and understood.
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Appendix
The code repository can be found here: https://github.com/Ashish017/CASNET.git
Planer manipulators
Details of the 18 planer manipulator (named Reacher) are shown in Table 1. The training environments
are marked with * while the environment used for retraining are marked with **. Each episode starts
with manipulator at fixed starting positions (joint position corresponding to 0) and goal is randomly
placed from accessible space around the manipulator. An episode consist of 300 time-steps.
Table 1: Reacher environments
Environment details
Sr. No. Name DOFs Link lengths (cm)
1 Reacher_10* [10]
2 Reacher_11 1 [15]
3 Reacher_12 [09]
4 Reacher_20* [12, 12]
5 Reacher_21 2 [09, 14]
6 Reacher_22 [13, 15]
7 Reacher_30* [15, 17, 09]
8 Reacher_31 3 [08, 11, 12]
9 Reacher_32 [10, 10, 15]
10 Reacher_40* [10, 16, 13, 09]
11 Reacher_41 4 [13, 14, 07, 07]
12 Reacher_42 [08, 15, 09, 11]
13 Reacher_50* [10, 10, 10, 10, 10]
14 Reacher_51 5 [15, 08, 09, 11, 13]
15 Reacher_52 [10, 09, 12, 10, 14]
16 Reacher_60** [10, 08, 15, 15, 10, 09]
17 Reacher_61 6 [08, 09, 07, 13, 14, 07]
18 Reacher_62 [10, 12, 08, 13, 07, 14]
Expert policies were trained using a 2-layered feed-forward network which passed its outputs to
separate action and value layers for PPO. For CASNET policy, output of the initial decoder is passed
to a similar policy network. However, instead of directly using an action layer, policy network’s
output was decoded using the RNN based decoder to generate robot specific action values. As for the
input, sequence of link-actuator state vectors starting from the base were used for the encoder.
Crawling robots
Details of the crawling robot environments are given in table 2 and 3. Each episode lasts 512
time-steps. The legs are numbered in clockwise fashion with respect to z-axis of the robot (pointing
upwards). Encoded leg state-vectors are generated and fed to decoders in the same order as their
numberings.
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Table 2: Crawling robots
Environment details
Sr. No. Type Suffix Legs symmetry DOF per Leg Design modifications
1
Quadruped
10*
Radial
2
None
2 11* 3 DOF L1
3 12 3 DOFs in L1, L2
4 13 3 2 DOF in L45 14 None
6 20
Line
2
None
7 21* 3 DOF in L1
8 22* 3 DOF in L2
9 23 3 DOF in L3
10 24 3 DOF in L4
11 25 3 2 DOF in L2, L412 26* None
13 31
2
Modified C1,T1,T4 ranges
14 32* Modified C3,C4,T2 ranges
15 33* Modified C1,C2,C3 ranges
16 34 Modified C3,C4,T4 ranges
17 35 Modified C2,T1,T2 ranges
18 41
Radial
Modified C1,T3,T4 lengths
19 42 Modified C2,C3,T3 lengths
20 43* Modified C1,C2,T4 lengths
21 44* Modified C1,T2,T4 lengths
22 45 Modified C2,C3,T1 lengths
23
Hexapod
10* None
24 11* 3 DOF in L2
25 12 3 DOF in L2,L6
26 13 3 DOF in L2,L4,L6
27 14
3
2 DOF in L3, L5
28 15 2 DOF in L5
29 16* None
30 20
Line
2
None
31 21* 3 DOF in L1
32 22* 3 DOF in L1,L3
33 23
3
2 DOF in L2,L4,L6
34 24 2 DOF in L4,L6
35 25* 2 DOF in L6
36 26 None
37 31
Radial
2
Modified C1,C6,T2 ranges
38 32* Modified C3,T3,T4 ranges
39 33* Modified T1,T3,T5 ranges
40 34 Modified C2,C5,T6 ranges
41 35 Modified C2,T3,T4 ranges
42 41
Line
Modified C1,C2,C6 lengths
43 42 Modified C6,T3,T5 lengths
44 43* Modified C3,C4,T4 lengths
45 44* Modified C5,T1,T6 lengths
46 45 Modified C1,T2,T5 lengths
Note: L, C, F and T stand for Leg, Coxa, Femur and Tibia respectively. That is, C1 refers to the Coxa of Leg1.
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Table 3: Crawling robots with multiple DOVs
Environment details
Sr. No. Type Suffix Legs symmetry DOF per Leg Design modifications
1
Quadruped
51 Radial 2
- L1 start location
- T1 length
- C3, T4 ranges
2 52 Line 2
- 3 DOF L3
- F3 length
- C2, T1 ranges
3 53 Radial 3
- 2 DOF L4
- F3 length
- L3, L4 start location
- F1 range
4 54 Radial 3
- L3 start location
- F1 length
- T2 range
5 55 Radial 3
- 2 DOF L1,L3
- F4 length
- C2, T1, F4 ranges
6
Hexapod
51 Radial 2
- 3 DOF L2, L6
- T2, C4 lengths
- C1, F6 ranges
7 52 Radial 2
- 3 DOF L2
- F2 length
- T5 range
8 55 Radial 2
- L5 start location
- F2 length
- C1, T1 range
9 53 Line 3
- L4 start location
- 2 DOF L2,L4,L6
- F3 length
- C3, T3 range
10 55 Line 3
- L6 start location
- C3, T3 range
- F2 range
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